
   PUBLIC OPEN EVENINGS AT THE INSTITUTE OF 
ASTRONOMY 

WEDNESDAY 10TH NOVEMBER 2010 
 

Welcome to our weekly public open evenings. Tonight there will be a 30 minute talk starting promptly at 
7.15pm, followed by an opportunity to observe with both modern and historical telescopes if (and only 
if…) the weather is clear. The talk schedule for the coming term can be found at the outreach website at :   
www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public/public_observing/1011/ 
 

If you have any questions, suggestions or comments about the IoA Open Evenings  
please get in touch with CAROLIN CRAWFORD csc@ast.cam.ac.uk 

 

This week’s talk : Anna Quider is spinning us right round with Rotation in Astronomy 
Next week’s talk : George Becker with Forget Hubble - here is what the Universe REALLY looks like! 

DEEP IMPACT AND COMET HARTLEY 2 – PART II  
Last week the Deep Impact spacecraft passed to within 
700km of Comet Hartley 2, at a relative speed of 12.5 
km/s. The comet was about 23 million km distant from 
Earth at the time, tumbling on its orbit away from the 
Sun towards Jupiter.  During the approach, instruments 
on the spacecraft were observing the comet through 
both visible and infrared light. The image to the right is 
the view of the comet’s nucleus at the point of closest 
approach – and it does indeed look strange. There is a 
surprising absence of craters, and with two rough ends 
bridged by a smooth saddle it seems mostly to resemble 
a peanut. This is the sixth time a spaceprobe has been 
flown close to a comet, but the previous targets were all 
both larger and relatively inactive compared to Comet 
Hartley. The nucleus is only about 1.5km long, yet very active. Jets can be seen streaming from its surface, 
but curiously only from the regions showing rough rather than smooth terrain. These jets are outbursts 
of mainly carbon monoxide (aka ‘dry ice’) that also push large amounts of dust grains out of the comet as 
the surface gradually evaporates. The science team behind this fly-past will be spending many more 
months analysing the data in detail. A better knowledge of cometary material informs our general 
understanding of the conditions and composition of the early Solar System, as the nuclei have spent 
much of their lives at the frozen outer wastes of space, thus thought to be largely unchanged since the 
formation of the planets.  

...AND NOW FOR SOME PARTICLE PHYSICS... 
Remember the Large Hadron Collider, the world’s highest-
energy particle accelerator? It’s the enormous experiment in a 
27km-long circular tunnel deep under the French-Swiss border, 
designed to smash tiny particles into each other at high speed. So 
far it’s spent a lot of the last year successfully colliding protons 
into each other, in the aim of making the first detection of the 
Higgs boson - the hypothetical particle thought to give mass to 
everything. The LHC is now taking a temporary break to make a 
foray into astrophysics, smashing lead ions (i.e. atoms of lead 

stripped of all their electrons, leaving behind just their nuclei composed of protons and neutrons) head-
on into each other at enormous energies, to create short-lived fireballs. Each of these fireballs is at a 
temperature of over 10 trillion degrees – over a million times hotter than that at the centre of the Sun – 
and achieving the highest temperatures and densities yet generated in any experiment. At these kind of 
conditions, matter is no longer in the form of separate particles, but instead forms a soup, or ‘plasma’ of 
the fundamental ‘sub-atomic’ particles known as quarks and gluons. The hot plasma mimics the physical 
conditions in the Universe in the first few microseconds after the Big Bang, and provides the first chance 



we have of studying matter at these extremes at close hand observationally, rather than just theoretically. 
Also, by studying this quark-gluon soup the scientists hope to learn more about how the ‘strong’ force 
operates, which is one of the four fundamental forces of nature, binding the nuclei of atoms together.  
THE MOON HOLDS MORE SURPRISES 
You wouldn’t think there was much new left to discover about our closest neighbour, the Moon. But just 
this week space scientists working on the data returned by the Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft have announced 
the discovery of two new kinds of moonrock. The instrument on 
the Chandrayaan-1 spacecraft collected data over a broad range 
of light, particularly in the infrared. Admittedly, one might have 
been hard to find, as it’s hidden in a depression on the far side of 
the Moon, but the other is right in front of us on the near side. 
Nearly all of the crystalline material in the lunar crust is 
composed of only four main minerals, but two distinct areas of 
terrain have been found, each comprised almost solely of one of 
the two new minerals. Not only is it puzzling to find areas of a 
new composition, but it’s not clear how these two new minerals 
have became so concentrated – and in regions which can’t be 
distinguished geologically from the rest of the lunar surface; for 
example,  it’s not as if they’re found only in a fresh layer of 
material excavated by a meteor impact. To all appearances, 
these are old undisturbed regions of the moon. Just as well many countries are planning much more 
concentrated geological and scientific investigation of the Moon over the coming few years.  

LAST LAUNCH FOR DISCOVERY 
The “last launch” for the Space Shuttle Discovery scheduled for a week ago is now postponed until the 
end of this month, the attempt was abandoned when a hydrogen leak was discovered during the fuelling.  
Discovery’s final flight will be its 39th, an 11-day journey bringing both supplies and a new module to the 
International Space Station; after that the Shuttle will be retired to a museum, having spent a total of 
about a year in orbit during its active service.  Another Shuttle mission will definitely be flown in 
February next year by Endeavour, with potentially the very final flight by Atlantis in June. 
 

WHAT’S IN THE SKY THIS WEEK?   
 

Remember to look out for JUPITER, gracing our south-eastern skies in the early evenings, by far the 
brightest object up there at the moment, and prominent soon after sunset. The MOON is currently a 
beautiful young crescent, setting soon after the Sun in the early evening. It will gradually grow to become 
half-full on Saturday.  
 

It’s about the optimal time of the year to view the 
small star cluster known as the PLEAIDES, or 
‘Seven Sisters’, which is obvious to the unaided 
eye  on an Autumn night. They appear as a faint 
fuzzy cloud of stars in the Eastern half of the Sky. 
They’ll be just above the full Moon on the 21st 
November. Depending on how good your eyes 
are, you may be able to distinguish about six 
individual stars, some of which are arranged in an 
abbreviated version of the constellation of Ursa 
Major (the Big Bear). Through simple binoculars a 
whole swarm of about 40- 50 stars is revealed, and 
there are probably several hundred in the entire cluster. The brightest stars take the names of the seven 
sisters from Greek myth, as well as those of their parents (Atlas and Pleione). The Pleaides are so obvious 
in our Sky as they are relatively nearby, only about 400 light years distant, in the same spiral arm of our 
Galaxy as us. The stars are an ‘open cluster’ – a collection of bright blue stars that all formed from the  
                            same cloud of gas and dust, ‘only’ about 100 million years ago.  
 

http://www.universetoday.com/41861/chandrayaan/�
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